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General Comment

I find it so funny that our government thinks it can tell me how I can use my money to retire. I have worked since I was a teenager and have paid my bills and my taxes. I balance my budget. This and previous government officials have taxed my savings, taxed my pay check and taxed anything else they can think of. Yet this is never enough, they want more and spend and waste more money than you can imagine. As far as my SS goes, I was told when I was young that it would not be there for me. At the rate this country is going, I believe this to be true. If you must change SS to help people out, then so be it. I would recommend to that all government employees live by the same rules you inflicted on the American people. No pensions, turn them into 401K plans. Health care only to be Medicare at age 65 like the rest of us.
I am sure that if all government employees had to live like us, there would be a different attitude.

Thank you,
Kathleen Goritski